Fredericia Leather

The finest furniture leathers
The Fredericia Leather collection is a suite of leathers selected for their
exemplary quality and responsible origin.
From surface finish to colour range, the leathers presented in this card are
fine-tuned to complement the Fredericia and Erik Jørgensen product
ranges, both visually and in material tactility.
All leathers are free of allergenic substances. The tanning processes are
kept in enclosed systems to minimise local environmental impact.
Across the Fredericia Leather collection the raw hides are guaranteed to be
from European livestock, primarily from Germany, Sweden and Denmark.

L E AT H E R G R O U P 1

Omni

301 Black

307 Cognac

112 Warm grey

320 Dark clay

L E AT H E R G R O U P 0

Vice

11 Black

377 Dark brown

293 Bur nt sienna

L E AT H E R G R O U P 2

Primo

75 Cognac

86-1 Dark brown

88 Black

74 Umbra grey

8680 Heritage brown

8146 Olive

8175 Black

Trace

8870 Light tan

L E AT H E R G R O U P 3

Max

95 Cognac

91 Nutshell

96 Dark brown

98 Black

92 Tan

93 Indian red

L E AT H E R G R O U P 4

Nubuck

501 Light sand

502 Warm grey

506 Anthracite

Vegeta

Organic

90 Natural

906 Mocca

512 Olive

Organic			
A purely vegetable tanned semi-aniline leather where the raw hides are traceable to certified
organic cattle from farms in Denmark and Sweden. The leather has a water based protective
surface. Visible marks and and variation in the surface coming from a free-ranging animal life
is to be expected in the surface as a natural character of this leather. Fully vegetable tanned
in Sweden. Organic Content Certification.

Vegeta			
A serene, uncoloured leather with a refined touch. This leather is produced from the absolute
top selection of hides. Discrete marks of animal life demonstrate the material’s authentic
origin. Vegeta has a natural open-pored texture, making the leather highly breathable. With
no protective layer, Vegeta is sensible in use. The leather acquires a unique patina and darkens over time. European raw hides, fully vegetable tanned in Italy. Blaue Engel Eco-Label.

Nubuck		
Nubuck is a nubuck leather with a warm and charming look, made from the finest European
bull hides. A full-grain aniline hide has been lightly sanded to obtain an exclusive matte
effect. The velvety soft touch of this nubuck leather is unparalleled by any other article.
European raw hides, chrome tanned with Scotchguard protection in Italy. Blaue Engel
Eco-Label.

Max
This luxurious full-grain aniline leather has a pleasant touch and a natural open-pored
texture. The leather is highly breathable and comfortable with a smooth surface and tight
structure giving the leather a sophisticated elegance. Max is made from the absolute top
selection bull hides with discrete visible marks of animal life and an honest natural surface.
European raw hides, chrome then vegetable tanned in Italy. Blaue Engel Eco-Label.

Trace		
Trace is a vegetable tanned semi-aniline leather made from Scandinavian raw hides. The
natural and honest character of the hide is cherrished in this leather, allowing for visible
marks of animal life as a token of respect for the material’s natural orgin - such as ingrown
scars, colour variations and other surface irregularities. The leather is slim and elegant, with
a full-grain structure. Fully vegetable tanned in Sweden.

Primo
A classic full-grain semi-aniline leather with a characterful surface structure, made from the
best bull hides. Thanks to a precise protective layer, the leather retains a comfortable touch
with good breathability, while being durable in use. European raw hides from Scandianvia
and South Germany, chrome tanned in Italy. Blaue Engel Eco-Label.

Omni				
Omni is an elegant semi-aniline leather made from strong, European cattle. The full grain
surface has a harmoneuous and regular structure and provides a pleasant and comfortable
touch. The leather has a fine pigmentation, which makes it very user friendly with good
protection against dirt and light, while being durable in use. European raw hides, chrome
tanned in Italy. Blaue Engel Eco-Label.

Vice			
This pigmented furniture leather is made from European cow hides. The leather surface is
corrected with an even grain pattern embossment. Vice is an extremely durable leather and
easy to clean, making it suitable for heavy use environments. Reduced breathability.
European raw hides, chrome tanned in Italy. Blaue Engel Eco-Label.
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